
Anna Vomackova and Voitech Pojar worked on this contribution and found tracks of

Chernobyl in two school books. They present a history book for the high school and a

Physics school book for the 9th grade.

HISTORY

History textbook we used on high school (History 4, modern history) mentions Chernobyl accident
just in the last chapter dealing with culture and science in the 2nd half of the 20th century.

On the page 208 we can find a short message:

"... [Mankind] also managed to find other sources of energy in peaceful use of nuclear power. It is still
a question, however, how to assure its reliable supervision and avoid catastrophe such as in
Chernobyl."

We can also find there (on the page 209, down in the right corner) a picture of damaged reactor and
this is the text below it:
"The accident of the nuclear power plant in Chernobyl, April 1986, has become a reminder of the
threat of using the new energy sources."



As I remember, we didn't talk about Chernobyl in history lesson much. We had to hurry up to be able
to fulfil the plan. However, we even managed to go through the 80s and discuss the main topics of
the time, which is quite uncommon in Czech. It depends on the teacher mainly.
We went through the topic of Chernobyl quite well in the subject of natural sciences. We dedicated
more lessons to discuss the issue of nuclear energy its security and we watched a film reconstructing
the whole Chernobyl catastrophe.

PHYSICS

During my research in library, I found just one appropriate textbook of physics. It’s a textbook for the

9th grade (a year before you go to high school in the Czech Republic; can be used in grammar schools)

divided into 4 chapters; the third chapter “Atoms and radiation” has 30 pages and deals with atom

structure, its history, nucleus of atom, radioactivity and its usage, nuclear reaction, nuclear reactor

and NPPs, thermonuclear reactor and so on. On the page 80 – 81 we can find a section dedicated to

protection from radiation. The blue introduction in bold describes the Chernobyl affair:







Protection from radiation

“On 26th April, the most serious accident of NPP occurred in Soviet Union. In consequence of some

grave errors done by staff of the nuclear reactor in Chernobyl, temperature markedly grew up. In the

reactor, water started to decompose into oxygen and hydrogen. This mixture blew up, which dashed

away a cover of the reactor. Radionuclides started to escape to the atmosphere. This situation

resulted in a radioactive cloud, which passed through nearly whole Europe and polluted extensive

areas. Soviet government didn’t inform the citizens in time, thus they couldn’t protect themselves.

Fortunately, radioactive radiation wasn’t so intensive to cause radiation sickness in towns and

villages. However, circa 50 people died due to radiation at the place of the blow up.“ (OK, here I am

quite confused. The last two phrases don’t seem to fit to the results of our research...)

Next to this text is a picture of Chernobyl NPP. Following text deals with ionizing radiation, its risks

and usage and protection.

I haven’t seen the book before, so unfortunately I don’t know how often it is used; honestly, we

didn’t use textbooks much during physics lessons at school.


